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HPE Proliant Gen9 Server as managed server or managed hosting solution 

Düsseldorf, 16th February 2017. The myLoc managed IT AG expands its data centre infrastructure 

with another data centre in the industrial park "In der Steele" in the south of Düsseldorf and thus 

opens up more space for its business customers. The data centre is an additional location at a distance 

of 10 km, which is optimal for redundancy solutions. With this space myLoc sets the course for growth, 

especially in the area of colocation and managed hosting. 

"We are very pleased that we have been able to acquire a new data centre in Düsseldorf and will 

continue to be able to offer highly available IT solutions for our customers in our home city. The new 

data centre will enable us to expand our colocation and managed hosting even further," explains 

Christoph Herrnkind, CEO of myLoc managed IT AG. 

Through the expansion of the infrastructure, the company is able to implement multi-redundancy 

scenarios with high demands on availability and security of server systems at all times. For this 

purpose, myLoc managed IT AG can rely on its data centres at the "Am Gatherhof" location and now 

the data centre at the "In der Steele" location. Furthermore, the additional location offers growth 

security for the next few years, as the final stage of expansion of this data processing centre offers 

space for up to 15,000 servers. 

From now on, myLoc customers can create and implement individual managed hosting or colocation 

solutions with multi-site strategies in cooperation with the sales and technical departments of myLoc 

managed IT AG. The new data centre for managed hosting and colocation solutions also has 

redundant UPS and air conditioning systems, emergency power supply systems, a Novec gas 

extinguishing system and a Lampertz high-security cell with the highest security level. 

Picture material can be found here: https://www.myloc.de/en/company/download.html 

About myLoc managed IT 

myLoc operates ISO 27001 certified data centres in Düsseldorf with space for over 30,000 servers. In 

the world's largest Lampertz high-security cell, sensitive systems of major customers, including banks, 

insurance companies and ISPs, are protected against external influences. myLoc offers products under 

the brands myLoc (data centre services, racks, hosting) and webtropia (root server). 
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